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rOREWORD

Essential to an understanding of the results of aircraft testing
is an understanding of the differences between ei)gineering and service
testing.

Engineering testing, using instrumented aircraft and calibrated
instruments, can determine and record the exact performance, control
response and limits, engine performance and power available, through
accurate measurements and reduction of data to standard conditions.
Thus, it is possible to determine when an aircraft is approaching or
exceeding design limits or other specified criteria.

Service testing, using aircraft in standard configuration, results
in a qualitative evaluation for user-type information. This informa-
tion is based on a broad scope of pilot experience and technique pro-
vided by pilots ranging from those recently out of school to those with
considerable field operational experience. The installed instruments
and gauges are used to determine significant operating data. These
instruments are not usually calibrated but represent typical instru-
ments found in production helicopters. These instruments and gauges
are verified for accuracy within acceptable tolerances but do not attain
the precision provided by the calibrated equipment used for engineering
testing.

The service test-pilot makes qualitative observations on only what
he experiences during normal service flying. These observations are
not correlated to such factors as the margin of control remaining or
exact rates of control response. Exact measurements of such factors
are necessarily the responsibility of the engineering test agency.
Thus, service testing may show that the aircraft is suitable for per-
forming a mission when, actually, flight has been performed close to,
or within, control margins specified by military specifications. What
may appear to be discrepancies between service and engineering test
reports is actually the difference between qualitative and quantitative
reporting.

The Light Observation Helicopter evaluation is the first combined
aircraft engineering and service test program that has resulted in co-
ordination of reports a4d comparison of reports prior to procurement
decision. Caution must be exercised, therefore, to preclude taking an
item out of context in any one report to establish a particular position.
Seeming sinconsistencies can be reconciled only by examination of all
reports With due regard tob the- specific conditions-under which the test

__:• was accomplished.
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AJIST RACT 
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Performance flight tests were conducted on the Otl-SA helicopter
to determine the compliance with the Light Observatinr, lelicopter (ULH!)
Military Characteristics, to verify the contractual guarantees out-
lined in the Oft-SA N1elicopter Model Specification and ohain acditional
data useful to the Selection Board.

e U. S..Armny Aviation lest AYVity (USAATA), Edwaros Air Force

Base, California, was dest.;nated Execu-tve Tes• Agency for the Confirm-
atory Engineering Tests in the LOHl program and is responsible •,r test
exe:ution and test reporting of its assigned phase,

Engineering flight tests were conducted by the U. S. Army Aviation
Test Activity at Edwards Air Force Base, and auxiliary test
sites at Bakeisfield and Bishop, California. , total of 99 flights
were conducted for 74:25 produictive flight ,hourt. These tests were
accomplished during the period -if 20 February .o 1 July 1964.

All model specification performance guarr-tees and requirements
stated in the ")Af ý,ilitary Characteristics were .vaiuatoJ using power
avaiiable a:,, fuel flow characteristics af. define-( in Engine Modei
Specification 'Oo. 580-A.

rhe - helizopter met all contractu.. r.-mL.ce guarantees
except for the out-of-ground effect (OGE) hovering nerfcr.tancL zc 6000
feet, normal ,,-ss weight on a 35 degree Centigrade %(;:) day. T]he
hoveri;ig ciling under these conditions was 3300 feet,

The ,;'-SA helicopter met the Military Characteristics requirerneot
for 3 hours endurance with a 400 pound payload.

The Y11-SA did nor meet the Military Characteristics requirements
fo: cruise speed, endurance at 85 percent cr-ise power, OC-E hot day
hover performance at 60,00 feet or OGE hover performance at overload
gross weight, sea level standard day.

Mhe OH-SA helicopter takeoff, clirmb and autorotational performance
was satisfactory for a helicopter of this power and weight class.

The normal gross weight limit airspeed (Vne) established for the
3H-.SA helic3pter was satisfactory up to an altitude of approximately
9500 feet. At approximately 10,000 feet, operation at a minimum power-
on rotor speed of 353 rpm (96 percent) produced a vibration linit air-
speed that was less than Vne. At approximately 14,700 feet, a vibration
limit airspeed less than Vne was encountered even though the helicopter
was operated at maximum power-on rotor speed of 368 rpm (100 percent).
The ovtrload gross weight Vne was satisfactory under all conditions
tested.

V
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This program was essentially an airframe evaluation, but asection has been incorp'r-ted into Appendix II in 'ardor to describepertinent characteristics of th6 T63-A-S engine.
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SECTION 1 - GENERAL

1.1 RLFERENCLS

See Part 3, Section 1, References a. to 1. inclusive, and the
following additional references:

M. 'reiiminary Report, "Flight Lvaiujtio,iý of zhe Th3-A-S Gas
Turbine Lngine Installed in the UH-13R Helicopter," USATECOM Project
No. 4-4-0240-02, U. S. Army Aviation Test Activity, January 1964.

n. Model Specification No. 580-A, Model T63-A Engine, 12 Dec-
ember 1960.

o. Model Specification No. 580-E, Model T63-A-5 Engine, 24 June
1963.

p. Final Report of "OI1-131H Gross Weight increase/LM-I1 Armament
Kit Performance Test," U. S. Army Aviation Test Activity, June 1963.

1.2 AUTHORITY

See Part i, Section 1.

1.3 0BJECTIVES

The objective ot this program was to conduct engineering perfo~m-
ance flight tests of the Light Observation Helicopter (LOHl) Prototype
Oit-SA to (a) confirm contractor compliance with the approved Army
Military Characteristics for an unarmed (clean) and armed OH-SA heli-
copter; (b) provide data to assist in selecting an LOH design for
possible future production; and (c) determine if the contractor per-
formance guarantees were met.

1.4 RLSPONSIBILITIES

See Parl I, Section 1.

1.S DESCRIPTION OF MATERIEL

See Part I, Section 1; Part I, Section 3, Appendix II; and Part II,
Section 3, Appendix II.

1.6 BACKGROUND

See Part I, Section 1.
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1.7 FINDINGS

The OH-SA Model Specification performance guarantees and the
requirements stated in the Light Observation Helicopter Ailitary Char-
actcristics were evaluated using power based on Engine Model Specifi-
cation No. 580-A.

,he o01-SA helicopt.er performance complies with ali contractual
guarantees except for out-of-ground effect (OGE) hovei, performance at
6000 feet with a -iormal gross weight of 2S30 pounds on a 35 degree
centigrade 't.) Jay. The hover ceiling under these conditions was 3300
feet.

The O0-.,A nelcopter performance satisfied only one of the five
reuuirement- rf the Military Chiaractoristics and thims was the require-
ment for a 14)0 pound payload with 3 hours of fue). Comparison of the
Oil- helicopter performance with the requirements stated in the
Mi Itary Characleristucs revealed che following requirements were not

t: The requirement for a 110 knot cruise speed at normal gross weight,
sea level standard uay was not met by 1 knot. The requirement for an
endurance )f 3 hours at 85 percent cruise power, normal gross weight,
sea level stan-tard uay was aot met by (6 minutes. The requirement for
an OG. hovering caoabiiity at an overload 7,riss V;eiiht of 3000 pounds
at sea level on a standard day was not met 1W 40 pounds. The require-
ment for an OGr hover capability at C,000 feec at norinal ross weight

on a 35 degree C day was not met by 2700 feet.

The limit airspee,' ýVne) t;tablished tor the Ot-SA hiel.copter was
satisfacto-y up to an altitude of approximately 9500, feet. At approx-
imately IC,000 feet, operation at a minimumu , ,-wer-on rotor speed of 353
rpm (96 percent) produced a vibration limited airspeed less than Vne,
At approximately 14,700 feet, a vibration lim-teo airspeed below Vne
was encountered, even though the maximum power-on rotor speed of 368 rpm
(100 percent) was used. The overload gross weight (any weight over
2530 pounds) Vne was satisfactory under all conditions tested.

The takeoff, climb and autorotational performance of the 011-5A was
satisfactory for a helicopter of this power and weight class.

1.8 CONCLUSIONS

None.

1.9 RECOMMNENDATIONS

None.

2
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SECTION 2 - DETAILS AND RESULTS OF SUB-TESTS

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Performance flight tests on the 01-SA Light Observation Helicopter
were conducted by the U. S. Army Aviation Test Acaivity at Edwards Air
Force Base, California. Sea level and high al-ituvie testing was accom-
plished at Bakersfield and Bishop, California, where altitudes from sea
level to 9500 feet and a wide range of ambient temperatures were avail-
able. A total of 99 flights were conducted for 74:25 productive flight
hours. The tests were accomplished during the period of 26 February
1964 to I July 1964.

Level flight performance data were obtained at Edwards Air Force
Base and at the sea level site at Bakersfield, California. Climb per-
formance data were not obtained entirely at Bakersfield where the
climbs could be initiated at sea level. Autorotational descent perform-
ance data were collected during descents after completing other tests.
Takeoff tests were accomplished in the Bishop, California, area where
pressure altitudes of 4100 feet (Bishop Airport) and 9500 feet (Coyote
Flats) were available. Hovering performance data were collected at all
of the test sites.

All tests were conducted in stabilized non-turbulent air so that
meaningful performance data could be obtained. The test data were
recorded by hand from sensitive instruments or automatically using a
photo panel.

Power available and fuel flow as ;pecified in the T63-A Engine
Model Specification 580-A were used to check the cont.ractual guarantee
and the desired performance defined in the Military Characteristics
for hovering, maximum airspeed and endurance.

Summary performance was obtained using power available and fuel
flow information based on the Engine Model Specification No. 580-E on
a sea level standard day. Engine performance at the 6000 foot altitude,
95 degree Fahrenheit (F) ambient temperature condition and at all other
altitude-temperature combinations was obtained from curves of standard
power deterioration with increasing altitude and temperature. These
curves were derived using standard engineering methods and were verified
with test stand engine calibration data on five different T63-A-S engines.

Using the power available as described above, it was determined
that a T63-A-5 engine, which will just meet the sea level standard day
power, will not produce the 206 shaft horsepower (SHP) at 6000 feet,
95 degrees F as shown in the Model Specification No. 580-E. Such an
engine will, in fact, prodtce only 199 SHiP under these altitude, ambient
temperature conditions (See Section 3, Appendix II).

3
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2.1 TAKEOFFS

2.1.1 OBJEC1 IVE

Takeoff tests were conducted to determi,.- the performance of the
Ol-SA helicopter under conditions in which a vertical takeoff could not
be made to clear a 50 foot obstacle. Under these conditions, a short
acceleration close to the ground will enable the aircraft to operate
out of relatively short fields.

2.1.2 •!O

Takeoff tests were conducted to obtain curves of climb-out air-
speed versus distance required to clear 50 feet. Lach curve was ob-
tained by conducting a series of takeoffs using various climb-out
airspeeds. l•uring each series, ballast was added or removed as neces-
sary so as to maintain the desired excess power available conditions
as fuel was consumaed and ambient temperature varied.

These tests were accomplished at two altitudes and several gross
weights to define the performance over as wide an envelope as possible.
Takeoff performance was evaluated using two takeoff techniques which
are commonly used in the field. A ground operated Fairchild Flight
Analyzer was used to produce a photographic record of time, horizontal
distance and vertical distance for each takeoff

The climb-out airspeed used for Aach series of takeoffs varied
from the minimum achievable to maximum practical airspeed (approximately
SO knots indicated airspeed (KIAS)). All takeoffs were performed in
winds of 3 knots or less. These tests were conducted at density alti-
tudes of approximately 5000 and 10,000 feet. Gross weight was varied
from 2330 to 3000 pounds at a mid center-of-gravity (C.G.) location
(Station 98.5). All takeoff tests were conducted with a main rotor
speed of 368 rpm (100 percent power turbine speed (N2 )) using takeoff
power,

2.1.3 RESULTS

Takeoff test results are graphically presented in Figures No. 1
through 18, Section 3, Appendix I.

2.1.4 ANALYSIS

a. Comparative Techniques

Two techniques were used during this evaluation to obtain
quantitative data. The first technique consisted of a le-el accelera-
tion from a stabilized 2 foot hover. The helicopter was accelerated
at the hover skid height to an airspeed slightly below the aim climb-out

4
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airspeed, rotated to climb attitude and climb out was accomplished at
the desired airspeed. The second techiiique consisted of a simultaneous
climb and acceleration initiated from a "light on the skids" condition.
Cafficient power was applied to maintain the helicopter light on the
skids and takeoff was initiated by applying takeoff power available.
As lift-off occurred, a pitch attitude was selected and held constant
to obtain the desired airspeed at 50 feet. Once airborne, altitude and
airspeed were increased simultaneously.

A comparison of the two techniques on a standard day and on
a 35 degree Centigrade (C) day is presented in the following two figures:

.'A/-/ti./'fu " O/-.~ A~4 •.6 .W0-7.C'--5 T"-

I ! /T Oi /"Z A/Ad -2 4,i i~ v~v~-e

, • -I
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, I I !j

I I' /I I

S-000 ZL1(:>
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c (li , I o wg i u b t

LRI I 11

Thedatpesete in thes to fiurs er otine fo

bSeased on Engin Meonde Spcficatine).

The light on the skids technique was optimum when takeoff
conditions (altitude, gross weight, ambient temperature) enabled the

S~helicopter to hover at a skid height of 3 feet or more. The hover
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technique became optimum under conditions of low excess power. Under

these conditions, the level acceleration technique provided maximum
advantage of the available ground effect to assist acceleration to
trano lational speeds.

Sb, Flight Characteristics During Takeoff

u d aximum performance takeoffs were achieved by anticipating
tue helicopter's flagh characteristics and coordinating control ,ove-
menits to control these characteristics. When us•,.g the hovering tech-

nique, the helicopt-dr accelerated in a "noseaiow' 3ttitude and had a
i tendency to settle (especiall-' when only a small amount of excess power
I ~was available) ju,-t prior to Lhc translational !•ift region. Careful

t• control manipulation had to be exercised to level the helicopter suf-

ficiently to mailJtain the desired 2 foot skid height without affecting
appreciably the established acceleration. As the helicopter passed
through the translational lift region, the nose had a tendency to pitch
up and forward cyclic control i•as required to maintain thv desired alti-
tude that would most quickly accelerate the helicopter to the desired
climb-out airspeed. Rotation from the accelerating attitude to the

climb attitude had to be a coordinated control input so that the desired
climb-out airspeed could be realized. To accomplish th'is, the rotation

6
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was initiated approximately 4 to 8 knots below the desired climb-out 4"0 ýO,
a:rspeed. The higher climb speeds required greater lead. Good pilot 0°4
judgem•_.nt was required to accomplish this with R minimumi of under
or overshoot. The pilot had to estimate the acceleration rate, and
from experience, determine when the rotation should be initiated. the
control movements that were required during the acceleration are normal
for a helicopter of this type.

An undesirable airframe pitching oscillation was encountered
wnen performing level acceleration takeoffs when a small amount of ex-
cess power was available. This airframe oscillation persisted for 3 to
8 cycles depending on climb-out airspeed (increasing with increasing
speed) and was caused by the transmission rocking longitudinally in the
gimble mouns and transmitting the motion to the airframe through the
bottom snubber block.

When performing takeoffs uding the light on the skids tech-
nique, the pitch attitude was the basic reference of forward speed.
Good pilot judgement was necessary to increase airspeed and altitude
simultaneously. When power available was insufficient to hover above
2 to 3 feet, there was an appreciable decrease in rate of climb above
10 to 15 feet during climb-out, until sufficient forward speed was cb-
tained. In some cases, the helicopter would level off or even descend
prior to obtaining translational lift.

A third technique was used to obtain qualitative data when-
ever power available was insufficient to hover. Takeoffs were easily
accomplished by applying forward cyclic control and sliding the heli-
copter on the skid gear until lift-off occurred - somewhere between 5
and 10 knots. The pitch attitude was near level throughout forward
movemer÷ and lift-off. The helicopter lifted off smoothly and immedi-
ately began to climb and accelerate, requiring forward cyclic control
tc accalarate in ground effect (IGE) to a safe climb-out airspeed.

During all takeoffs, oscillations in the aircraft standard
airspeed system made it unreliable in the 15 to 20 knot range and un-
usable below iS knots. At approximately 10 knots forward speed, the
system read negative, for which it cannot be calibrated.

Under conditions in which there was a large amount of excess
power available, the acceleration through the translational lift region
was accomplished with little or no vibration. The only definite indi-
cation that the helicopter had passed through the translational lift
region was a dec-ease in left pedal required. As the excess power avail-
able to hover decreased, the translational region became more pronounced.
This was characterized by difficulty in maintaining the desired skid
height (level acce)earation technique) or the desired rate of climb (climb

I
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and accelerate technique). On pa3sing through the translational lift
region, there was a slight increase in vibration level, a nose-up pitch-
ing tendency and a definite decrease in left pedal requirement.

c. Power M1anagement

A rapid application of excess power was desirable when eval-
_ating max-murn takeoff perforrmnc. , Power management was difficult
wthen there was a large amount of excess power available because of the
iu3-A-S engine ac:eieration characteristics with respect to torque
buildup. Dne rate of torque buildup varied from a low rate of torque
increase at the initiation of the power application to a high rate of
torque increase at the ter'nination of the power application. This change
in rate of torque increase occurred within the I to 2 seconds required
to apply collective pitch and, consequently, made it difficult to coordi-
nate collective, longitudinal and pedal control movements.

The engine power turbine speed (N2 ) and main rotor speed are
controlled by the N2 governor. An N2 selector "beep" switch was
located on the collective pitch control. This switch was used to ener-
gize an actuator on the N2 governor input lever. As stated by the
airframe manufacturer, the "beep" actuator during a ground check,
shoulu be capable of varying rotor speed by 6 percent when the collec-
tive pitch control is positioned to obtain 36 percent engine output
ahaft torque. This was referred to as the "beep" range and the minimum
ani maximum limits were 95.5 percent and 101.5 percent respectively.
On the test helicopter, this range shifted numerous timcs and required
gro.ind reajustments to insure adequate "beep" range to maintain the
desiredI rotor speed. This became critical when operating at the over-
load gross weight condition (3000 pounds) at which the rotor speed is

L restricted to 368 rpm (100 percent N2 ), The cause of this shift in
"beep" range was not determined during this evaluation and the only cor-
rective action taken was to adjust the N2 governor to obtain the desired
"beep" range.

2.2 HOVER

2.2.1 OBJECTIVE

Hovering tests were conducted to determine hovering performance
of the 0H-SA helicopter. Data from these tests were used to check com-
pliance with the Military Characteristics and determine if the hovering
contractual guarantees were met.

2.2.2 METHOD

Rovering performance data were obtained utilizing the free flight
method with data being recorded at various pre-selected skid heights
both in-ground (IGE) and out-of-ground effect (OGE). A weighted

FiS8
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cord of the desirea length was Used with hand signals and radio instruc-
tions from a ground observer to obtain precisely the desired skid
height. Data were recorded at stabilized skid heights of 2, S and 10
feet (IGF) and 50 fcet(O(;E) in zero wind conditions. These tests were
performed at gross weights up to the maximum overload at a mid C.G.
location (Station 98.5) and rotor speeds of 353, 360 and 368 rpm. Test-
ing was accompli-,hed at density altitudes from sea level to 11,100 feet.

Hovering tests without ground reference were conducted at
density altitudes of 5600 to 10,600 feet. The hovering condition was
established by reference to a weighted line, approximately ISO feet in
length, suspended below the helicopter. Zero airspeed was obtained
when no jew was present in the line. A constant altitude was maintained
by reference to a sensitive rate of climb indicator and an altimeter.
These tests were conducted at a gross weight of 2470 pounds, at a mid
C.G. location (Station 98.5) and a rotor speed of 368 rpm,

2.2.3 RESU1, TS

Hovering test results are presented graphically in Figures No.
19 through 28, bection 3, Appendix I.

2.2.4 ANLYSIS

a. Hovering Guarantee

The Oll-SA helicopter will not meet the OGE hovering perform-
ance guarantee of 6000 feet on a 9S degree Fahrenheit (,) day at normal
gross weight (2530 pounds). Using installed takeoff power as obtained
from Engine Model Specification 580-A at 95 degrees F, tne OH-SA will
hover at 3300 feet at the normal gross weight. This performance is
approximately 45 percent short of the guarantee.

The hovering performance based on Engine Mooe! Specification
No. 580-A for a standard day and a 95 degree F day is presented in the
figure on ;age 10.

On a sea level standard day, using takeoff power based on
Engine Model Specification No. 580-A (torque limited at 250 shaft horse-
power (SHP)), the OH-SA helicopter will hover OGE at 2960 pounds. This
weight is 98.7 percent of the overload gross weight (3000 pounds),
therefore, the OH-SA helicopter met this portion of the hovering guar-
antee (Guarantee states 3000 pounds + 5 percent).

The hovering performance required in the Militnry Character-
istics is the same as the guarantee for the OH-SA helicopter with the
exception of the 4- 5 percent margin.

9
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b. itovering Performance

Th~e summary hove•-ing performance presented in Figure No. 19,
Section 3, Api'erdix I, is based on installed takeoff power as obtained
frora Lng'ne yodel Specification No. $80-4 (torque limited at 275 S1112.
Using this power, the O1I-SA helicopter could hover ()GE on a 35 degree

Centigrade (C) day at the normal gross weight (2530 pounds) at an alti-
tude of 30C0 feet. This performance is approximately 50 percent below

tne guarantee. On a sea level stanoard day, the 01-SA helicopter could
hover OtE at 3160 pounds. This weight is 10S percent of the overload
gross weight and, therefore, exceeds the guarantee.

The IGE (2 foot skid height) hover ceiling was determined
from test data and standard day takeoff power available ba,.ad on Engine
Model Specification No. 580-E. The Ot-SA helicopter nad an TGE hover
ceiling, of 13,700 feet at normal gross weight (2530 pounds) and 8100
feet at the cverload gross weight (3000 pounds).

The difference in torque limits (25 SLIP) Letween Engine Model
Specifications No. 580-A and No. 580-E is the reason chat hovering on
a sea level standard day is significantly improved when based on the
5S30-E specification. On a 35 degree (C) day and at 6000 feet,

10
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the Th3-A-5 engine was not torque limited but temperature limited.
Since a 580-A specification engine has more power than a 580-L speci-
fication engine at limit turbine outlet temperature, the helicopter
hovering performance was better.

2.3 CLIMBS

2.3.1 OBJI:-TI1VE

Clinb tests were conducted to detemine the performance during
climbing flight, the service ceiling and the best climb airspeed.

2.3.2 MLHIOD

Continuous climb performance tests were conducted from sea level
to service ceiling at two gross weights using maximum continuous power.
Takeoff power climbs, for 5 minutes, were also conducted from sea !evel
at one gross w' 'rit. During the climb, power was maintained at limit
engine torque Wuktil an altitude was reached at which the corresponding
limit turine outlet temperature was obtained (critical altitude). As
the climb continued above this altitude, power was adjusted to maintain
the limit turbine outlet temperature.

Sawtooth climbs (a series of short climbs through a specific
aitiude) were conducted at various airspeeds, These tests were accom-
limsed at altitudes of 5000 and 10,000,feet using maximum continuous
and takeoff power settings. The results of these tests were compared
with the airspeed for minimum power required in level flight to deter-
mine the best climb speed schedule.

Both the continuous and sawtooth climbs were conducted at gross
weights at 2530 pounds (normal) and 3000 pounds (oveiload) at a mid
center-of-gravity (C.G.) location (Station 98.51 and a rotor speed of
368 rpm.

In ad,,ition, sawtooth climbs at various power settings at normal
gross weight and also climbs at various gross weights using continuous
power were conducted to obtain the power and gross weight correction
factors.

2.3.3 RESULTS

Climb results are presented graphically in Figures No. 30 through
33, Section 3, Appendix 1.

2.3.4 ANALYSIS

The Oll-SA helicopter at the normal gross weight (2530 pounds)
with takeoff power on a standard day had an initial rate of climb at
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sea level of 1850 feet per minute. At the ,(.ivnr critical altitude of
6200 feet, the rate of climb on a stand-.i:d d"-, .as 1720 feet per min-
ute. At the end of the 5 minute linit fn- talc'i oi wer, the altitude
was 87i,0 feet and the rate of clirmb was i5z " ficc: p!r rminute.

Climbs conducted from sea level to sere'uce ce.,tng (altitude at
which the rate of climb equals 100 feet per minmie) at "-.e no'mai gross
weight, using maximum continuous power, prchiuced an init.ai rate of
climb of 1350 feet per m.,nutc and at the enxine critý(al aittude (7800
feet) a rate of clirmb of 1300 feet per mx.nute. Under thesc ::mndittons,
the Ol-SA helicopter had a service ceiling of 17,200 feet.

('limbs at the overload gross weight (3000 pounds) using, max_-rm.i;m
zontinuous power on a standard day produced an initial rate of ciimh
at sea level of 1050 feet per minute. The rate of climb fur 'the sank,
conditions at the engine criticai altitude ,73800 feet) w:'s 87% feet
per m)nute.

Additional cli..bs were conducted at the normnal a.,d overioad gross
wi•ght using -i climb speed schedule that was slixhrly iightr than that
developed fron, the level Flight data -nd sawtoo:n climos. 117his higher
climb speed schedule produced a decrease in climb per'ormance (See Fig-
ures No. 32 and 33, Section 3, Appendix I).

The following table presents a comparison of the climb perform-
ance Df the OI-SA heliconter using maximum continuous power with an
Gii-lth helicopter:

TABLE I

Gross height Ratt o,{ Climb Service Ceiling
Aircraft lb Sea Level-fnm ft

011-5A 2530 1350 17,200
3000 1050 -

01i- 13H 2550 1080 13,050
2750 880 11,0S0

The flight characteristics of the 011-SA helicopter are generally
satisfactory. The climb speed schedule was easy to maintain when using
maximum continuous power. When using takeoff power, the climb speed
schedule was difficult to maintain at the lower altitudes with the heli-
copter loaded to a light gross weight. Under these conditions, a 1 to 2
knot variation in airspeed was noticed without a detectable change in

17 12
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attitude. When a large amount of excess power is available, as in the
condition described above, a fery slight change in attitude (perhaps
undetectable) could produce tli-s variation in airspeed. Another factor
that contributes to this problemi was that power mnanagement was more
difficult when the engine was torque limited but beca;ne relatively easy
when power was limted by turbine outlet temperature.

Approximately 3000 to 4000 feet below service ceiling during the
maximrm cc, ntuous power climb at normal gross weight, a marked increase
in vilration as well as a decrease in overall control was noted. "this
4as at" ributed to the onset of blade stall. At the service ceiling,
tne overall feel of the helicopter was uncomfortable and it appeared as
if complete control was not available or could not be maintained. Lat-
eral control sensitivity increased with altitude (See Part I, Section 2,
paragraph .. 6.4.2) with right roi; sensitivity increasing nore than
left roll sensitivity. This change in sensitivity produced a condition
that caused the pilot to over-control and theieby creat-d a feeling that
complete control was not available.

2.4 LEiLWEL FMIGiHT

2.4.1 OKIJCT IVE

Te:,ts were conT::.,cted in level flight to determine the range
codurance, speed and power required of the OH-SA helicopter. Tests
with the XMI-7 and XN-6 weapons systems installed were also conducted to
determine their effect on helicopter performance. Data from these
tests were used to check compliance with the Military Characteristics
and to determine if the contractual guarantees were met.

2.4.2 MEL1tOD

Speed power tests were conducted at various conditions of alti-
tude, gross weight and rotor speed in both the unarmed (clean) and
armed (XIýM-7 or XV.1-8) configurations. Each speed power was flown at a
constant value of gross weight divided by density (W/p) so that a com-
parative analysis could be made. This involved increasing altitude as
fuel was consumed. During the tests, data were recorded in stabilized
flight at various airspeeds throughnut the allowable ;peed range at
approximately 10 knot increments so as to adequatel) .efine the partic-
ular power required curve. In addition to basic power parameters, fuel
flow data were also recorded,

Tests in the clean configuration were conducted at density alti-
tudes of approximately sea level, 5000, 10,000 and 1S,O00 feet. Gross

Poight was varied from 2160 to 2940 pounds at a mid center-of-gravity (C.G.)
,.ocation (Station 98.5), Rotor speeds of 368 and 353 rpm were used.

13
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1X%
Two additional tests were conducted, one at a forward C.G. location - C °
(Station 96.8) and one At an aft C.G. location (Station 100.7). Tests
in the armed configurations were conducted at density altitudes .f
approximately 2'J0 and 4300 feet, at a gross weight of 2540 pounds,
at a mid C.G. locttion (Station 98.5) and a rotor spe,.-d of 368 rpm.

.j 2.4.3 RESU-LTS

Level flight performance test results are graphically presented
in Figures No. 34 through 52, Section 3, Appendix I.

2.4.4 tL ,"ALSIS

a. Guarantees

Fhe MH-SA helicopter meets the level flignt sea ievel standard
oay maximum airspeed (Vmax) guarantee. The model specification requires
a maximum airspeeu of 110 knots + 10 uercent at tue norraA gross weight
and normal rated power. The curve presei,ted in tOf followzng f4gure is
based 6n sea level standard day conditions, a design gross weight of
2530 pounds ard installed maximum cont;.nuous power availaole obtaiined
from Engine tModel Speci•i'iation No, SS0-A.

i ~ ~~~~ 'z) , . ;

/7 , /c/ I'e'~/JSI T'L ,~

j- ).. . . 0... . . . - • -- -

I' I
_______I I 4---- I •

/0 01 ~ J K~ li
20 So 40 J-0 50 70 eO .o '-00 //0 'ý2o 730 /490
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As shown in the figure on the preceding page, the OH-SA helicopter had
a Vmax of 109 knots which is within the ±_ 10 percent margin of 110 knots.
The Military Characteristics specify a cruise speed of 110 knots.

The OHI-SA helicopter meets the sea level standard day endur-
ance guarantee. The model specification requires an endurance of 3
hours, ± 10 percent, based on sea level standard day and the conditions
listed below:

(1) Warmup and takeoff: 3 minutes at normal rated power
at sea level

(2) Cruise: 102 knots at sea level.

(3) Reserve: None.

(4) Oseful load at nermal gross weight:

Pilot (1) 200 pounds

Observer and Cargo 400 pounds

Fuel (JP-4) (as necessary for endurance problem)

Oil (as necessary for above fuel)

The Federal Aviation Agency Type Certificate (FAA TC ) states
that 16.25 pounds of fuel are unusable in some flight attitudes. This
amount of fuel, therefore, was subtracted frova total fuel on board and
added to the empty weight when calculating ,he endurance problem. Under
the conditions described above, the 01-SA heliconter had an endurance
of 2.85 hours, which is within the _ 10 percent margin of 3 hours. The
endurance would not be significantly increased by varying airspeed as
gross weight decreased because the recommended cruise speed presented
in the following figure produced a curve of specific range versus gross
weight that it essentia-lly the same as that obtained from the 102 knot
cruise speed required by the model specification. 'See Page 16 for fig-
ure).

The Military Characteristics required an endurance of 3 hours
at 85 percent of power required to cruise at 110 knots. In the case of
the Ol-SA helicopter at normal gross weight a cruise speed of 110 knots
is not attainable on a sea level standard day when using maximum contin-
uous power based on Engine Model Specification No. 580-A. It will,
however, cruise at 110 knots at a lighter gross weight. The Military
Characteristics requirement, therefore, was verified by calculating
endurance based on 85 percent ot 212 shaft horsepower (SHP) or 85 per-
cent of the power required to cruise at 110 knots, whichever was less.
Under these conditions, the Olt-SA helicopter had an endurance of 2.90
hours.
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is o la

poe r The qr ilitary Characteristics also required an endurance thatis based on sea level standard day, a payload of 400 pounds and fuel
for 3 hours (cruise speed or cruise power not snecified). The cruise
speed for this endurance problem was selected to correspond to minimum
power required for level flight. The Oll-SA helicopter had an endurance
under these conditions of 3.92 hours based on Engine Model Specification
No. 580-A.

b. Performance

In general, the level flight handling characteristics are
satisfactory. The limit airspeed (Vne) as established by the FAA TIA for
normal gross weight (2530 pounds) was adequate up to approximately 9500
feet for all permissible power-on rotor speeds. A vibration limiting
airspeed to a value less than Vne was first encountered when operating
at 10,000 feet and minimum power-on rotor speed of 353 rpm (96 percenx.).
(See Figure No. 43, Section 3, Appendix I). At approximately 14,700
feet the established Vne could not be obtained because of vibrationseven through the helicopter was operated at the maximum power-on rotor
speed of 368 rpm (100 percent), (See Figure No. 44, Section 3, Appendix
I.) When operating at the overload gross weight (any weight above
2530 pounds) the rotor speed is restricted to 368 rpm (100 percent) and

16
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the established Vne was satisfactory at the conditions tested.

The antenna mounted on the nose of the aircraft has neglig-
ible effect on ievel flight performance as shown in Figures No. 45 and
46, Section 3, Appendix I.

Level flight performance was affected by C.G. location. One
flight was flown at a density altitude of 5000 feet with the helicopter
loaded to the normal gross weight with a forward C.G. location (3tation
95.8). At the recommended cruise speed of 109 knots true airspeed YTAS)
(.99 M'ax nautical air miles per pound of fuel (NAMPP)) this forward C.G.
location produced an increase in equivalent flat plate area of approx-
_nately 1.13 square feet. The specific range will decrease when cruis-
ing at a forward C.G. location. The flight characteristics under these
conditions, however, are improved (less vibration) and offset the
slight improvement in range that is realized by cruising at :% mid C.G.
location. Level flight performance at an aft C.G. location (Station
10.7) was essentially the same as at a mid C.G. (Station 98.5).

Level flight performance in the armed configuration was com-
pared to level flight performance in the clean configuration for the
same test conditions. At the recommended cruise speed (99 max specific
range) the XM-7 machine gun produced an equivalent flat plate area of
approximately 2.4 square feet at a density aititude of 1230 feet and
approximately 2.9 square feet at a density altitude of 4530 feet, The
XM-8, at the recomnended cruise speed, produced an equivalent flat
plate area of approximately 1.8 square feet at a density altitude of
1620 feet and approximately 2.0 square feet at 4270 feet. The equiva-
lent flat plate area for both armament kits decreased as airspeed
increased because the kits were mounted on the aircraft so that in the
stowed position, there was a minimum effect on level flight performance
at cruise speed. The irvýtallation of the .01-7 armament kit caused a
reduction in recommended cruise speed of 6.5 KTAS. The reduction in
cruise speed with XM1-8 installed was 3.5 KTAS.

2.5 AUTOROTATIONAL DESCENTS

2.5.1 OBJECTIVES

Testing was accomplished to determine optimum rotor speeds and
airspeeds for autorotational descents. In addition, data were obtained
to allow determination of rates and angles of descent during Putorotation.

2.5.2 METHOD

Autorotational descents were conducted at various airspeed and
rotor speed combinations throughout their allowable ranges. During the
descent, time and altitude were recorded so that rate of descent could
be determined.
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A series of stjbilized descents was conducted at a rotor speed
of j68 rpm and at various airspeeds between 35 and 85 knots calibrated
airspeed (KCAS). From these tests the airspctd for mirimum rate of
descent wai determined. At that airspeed, a second series of descents
was conducted at rotor speeds from 345 to 390 ipm.

The autorotat-onal descents were conducted at altitudes from
approximatel> 10,000 to S000 feet, Various gross weights f_--en 2127S to
2915 pounds were flown at a mid center-of-gravity C.G. location-

2.5.3 RESULTS

The results of autorotational descents are presented graphically

in Figures No. S: throuh 55, Section 3, Appendix I.

2.5.4 ANALYSIS

The OU-SA helicopter had a minimum rate of descent of 1420 feet
pcr minute at 55 KCAS and a Totor speed of 355 rpm. At a density alti-
tude of 5000 feet, toe true airspeed for maximum angle of descent was
determined to be 79 knots at a rotor speed of 368 rpm. Rate of descent
was not affected by altitude or gross weight. It was not possible to
obtain a true autorotational condition below approximately 340 rotor
rpm with the engine operating at ground idle. Variation in rotor speed
between 340 and 360 rpm (92.4 to 98.7 percent) did not appreciably
affect the rate of descent.

The Ol-SA helicopter flight characteristics during autorotation
,nd the engine response during autorotational recoveries were determined
.o be essentially the same as stated in Part I, Section 2, paragraphs
2.8,4 and 2.8.5.

2.6 AIRSPEED CALIBRATION

..6.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of these tests was to determine the airspeed posi-

ti-n error for both the standard and test airspeed system.

2.6.2 METHOD

The airspeed calibration of the standard and test systems wi5
determined by using the ground speed course method. The aircraft %as
flown over a measured course at various stabilized airspeeds on recip-
rocal headings. Airspeeds from approximately 25 to 115 knots calibrated
airspeed (KCAS) using approximately 10 knot increments were flown.
These tests were conducted at a density altitude of 460 feet, a gross
weight of 2500 pounds, at a mid center-of-gravity (C.G.) location
(Station 98.6) and a rotor :peed of 368 rpm.

18
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2.6.3 RESULTS

Results of the airspeed calibration are graphically presented

in Figures No. 70 and 71, Section 3, Appendix I.

2.6.4 ANALYSIS

The position error of the standard system was acceptable for
climb and level flight above airspeeds of 20 KCAS. The largest position
error ozcurred at Vne where a zero position error is desirable. (See
Figure 71, Section 3, Appc.idix 1). The erratic operation of the stan-
dard system at airspeeds below 20 knots and its effect on takeoff per-
formance is discussed in Section 2.1.4.
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APPEINDIX II

GENERAL UIRCRAFT INFORMATION

Aircraft Dimensions, Design Data, FAA Type Inspection Authorization
Limitations, Weight and Balance, Instrumentation, Engine Model
580-E Specification Inaccuracies and Engine Operation

i. Sources of Information

See Part I, Appendix II

Description of Aircraft and Systems

2,1 Aircraft Design Data

a. Aircraft Dimensions and Certified Weights

See Part I, Appendix II

b. RoLor Blade Control Travel

See Part I, Appendix II

c. Rotor Dimensions and Design Data

See Part I, Appendix II

Additional Information:

Number of Main Rotor Blades 2

Main Rotor Diameter 35 ft (Tip Caps Add
5 in.)*

Main Rotor Blade Area 13.966 ft 2

Main Rotor Swept Area 983.73 ft 2

Main Rotor Disk Loading 2.572 lb/ft 2

(Normal G.W.)

Main Rotor Solidity .251

Number of Tail Rotor Blades 2

Tail Rotor Swept Area 28.26 ft 2

Tail Rotor Solidity .108

S* Rotor Diameter = 35 ft used for Performance Calculations
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2.2 Aircraft S,,stens

2.2.1 Electrical SXstems

See Part I, Appendix II

2.2.2 Powei Plant

"'he T63-A-5 turbo-shaft engine has a nominal rating of 25)
shaft horsepower (SHP). As installed in the O1-SA, the engine is
limited by either the output shaft torque or the gas producer turbinz
outlet temperature (Tt ). For maximim continuous operation, these
limits were 204 pound-reet torque at 6000 rpm (233 SHP) or 693
degrees Centigrade (C) Tts, whichever is reached first. For takeoff
power (maximum of S minutes continuous operation) these limits are
240 pound-feet torque 1275 SHlP) or 738 degrees C.

The engine is a free turbine type. The c',noressor consists
of 6 axial stages and 1 centrifug4l stage. Compressor speed at 100
percent is 51,120 rpm. The comVustor section consists of a single
chamber into which a regulated flow of fuel is injected to support
continuous combustion. The power tWrbiPe has 2 axial stages. Power
"turbine speed at 100 percent is 35,000 rpm. The high speed of the
power turbine is reduced in the zcccsso7y gear box to 6000 rpm for
the engine output speed. Engine operzt,!,d accessories are als-i driven
from the accessory gear box.

The DP-D3 gas turbine fuel c,trol is pneumaticaliy operated
by compressor dischaige air. The tuel control senses input from
3 sources. These sources are the pil•t's twist grip, the fly-ball
governor connected to the gas pro,-1ucez, and the power turbine
governor. In addition, both alti cud," compensation and temperature
compensation are provided. The ftinLc.I-C of die fuel control is to
integrate tVe inputs so that the : xurfine speed selected by the
pilot is maintained tuder varying , A ,eczds

A steady-state "droop" is built Intv the fvL.l control, This
means that when the engine load is increased ,r 4ecreased th• speed
of the power turbine will change siightly. The drtop is rewuired to
iaeoid rotor-engine dynamic instability and "hunting" durlng steady-
atate operation. In an attempt to eliminate some of the unue.-rxable
effects of the droop, a droop compensator cam is installed in the
linkage between the collective pitch control and the power turbine
governor. This cam converts collective control movement to an input
to the power turbine governor, which anticipates the changing engine
load. The cam was designed to reduce transient droop and to eliminate
steady-state droop during rapid collective pitch applications.
Operation of this droop compensator, as installed, was marginally sat-
isfactory throughout the test program.

IH-2
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Therd is no provision for emergency control in the case
of r fuel control failura, In the case of an uncontrolled over-
speed in the power turbine, rotor speed and engine power may be
controlled through pilot coordination of collective pitch control
anid twist grip rotation as in an ungoverned reciprocating engine.

2.2.3 Landing Gear

See Part i, Appendix 1i

2,2.4 Fuel System

See Part I, Appendix I1

2.2.5\ Control Systems

See Part 1, Appendix I1

3, TIA Limitations

See Part 1, AppendLix I!

4. 'eiLh -and Balance

The test aircraft was weighee. priox to installation of test
instrumentation. Thv weighing was done in a closed hangar using an
electronic weighing kit. As weighed, the aircraft gross weight was
1476 pounds with the longitudinal C.G. located at Station 108.09.

in order to provide a basis for verifying whether or not the
manufacturer's helicopter met the performance guarantees, tne erpty
weight was defined as the weight of OH-SA, USA S/N 62-4207, as de-
livered to the U. S. Army Aviation Test Activity, with corrections for
the increase! in weight of Governent furnished equipment, and correc-
tions for ito.ms installed but not part of the contract empty weight
(Reference Part I, Section 1, paragraph 1.1.1. With these corrections,
the empty weight used was 2501 pounds (full oil and trapped fuel).

Thie cx;nufacturer's performance guarantees were at a specified
gros-. weight, The weight is defined as;

Normal Gross Weight - Empty weight + useful load

Empty Weight - 1501 pounds

6.,eful Load - Pilot - 200 pounds

Ca-go - 400 pounds

Fuel as necessary to meet normal
gross weight ot Model Specification,
paragraph 3.2.1 - 429 pounds
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OH-SA Model Specification, paragraph 3.2.1 states that the
normal gross weight performance guarantee weight shall not exceed
2410 pounds ! 5 percent; therefore, helicopter performmnce was cal-
culated at 2S30 pounds (2410 + 5 percent).

Weights of some items not included in the empty weight,which
may be required for various missicns, are as follows:

Copilot flight controls - 10.0 pounds

Anti-collision light - 2.66 pounds

Ground handling wheels 27.5 pounds

XM-7 armament system 140.0 pounds
(less ammunition)

XM-8 armament system 142.0 pounds
(less ammunition)

After installation of test instru~nentation, the helicopter -is
again weighed in the same configuration as before with the except.-,
of installed irstruwntation. The basic weight (full oil and trapped
fuel) was 1792 pounds with the longitud,'nal C.G. located at Station
103.14.

S. Tesc instrumentation

The test instrumentation used during this evaluation was sup-
plied, installed and maintained by the Logistics Division of the U. S.
Army Aviation Test Activity. Calibration of the instrumentation was
accomplished by the Instrumentation Branch of tho Air Force Flight Test
Center; Lockheed Aircraft Corporation; Douglas Aircraft Missle and Space
Division; and the Logistics Division of the U. S. Army Aviation Test
Activity,

A swivel mounted pitot-static airspeed nead was installed on
a nose boom mounted approximately 5 feet forward of the nose of the heli-
copter. The static pressure ports of this pitot static head were the
pressure source for the sensitive altimeter as well as the sensitive
boom airspeed indicator. The ý.irspeed position error for this instal-
lation is shown in Figure No. 70, Section 3, Appendix I1 Sensitive
instremeitation was installed prior to initiation of the test flights
to aeasure the following parameters.

Pi ot-Enineer yan __l

Boom. System Airspeed

Standard System Airspeed 11-4
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Boom Altitude

Rate of Climb

Angle of Sideslip

Free Air Temperature

Rotor Speed

Gas Producer Speed (N-)

Torquemeter Oil Pressure

Turbine Outlet Temperature (TtS)

Compressor Inlet Total Temperature

Compressor Inlet Total Pressure

9xhaust Gas Static Pressure

Cockpit Absolute Pressure

Fuel ýIlow (Stepper Motor)

""otal Fuel Used

Photo Panel Frane Counter

Oscillograph Record Counter

Photo Panel

Boom Altitude

Time of Day

Free Air Temperature

Gas Producer Speed (N,)

Torquemeter Oil Pressure

Compressor Inlet Total Pressure

Compressor Discharge Total Pressure

Combustion Static Pressure

Compressor Discharge Temperatu-ro
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Fuel Control Inlet Fuel Temperature

Total Fuel Used

Photo Panel Frame Counter

Oscillograph Record Counter

Recording Oscillogr ah

Gas Producer Speed

Rotor Speed

Power Turbine Speed

Gas Producer Control Lever Position

C.G. Vertical Acceleration (vibration)

C.C. Lateral Acceleration (vibration)

Pilot's Station Vertical Acceleration (vibration)

Pilot's Station Lateral Acceleration (vibration)

Pilot Event

Engineer Event

Bridge-Balance Voltage

6. Engine Model Specification S80-E Inaccuracies

ixiring the cotrse of the performance tests, inaccuracies were
encountered whilc working with the T63-A-S Engine Model Specification
SSO-E. The following information is presented to clarify this situa-
tion,

The T63-A-S Engine Model Specification S80-E contains engine
performance data that do not represent an actLal engine. These dat&
are based primarily on an uninstalled power available ot 206 shaft
horsepower (SlIP) at 6000 feet pressure altitude, 95 degree Fahrenheit
(F) ambient temperature and a sea level standard day specific fue!
consumption of .71 poundb &f fuel used per hour per $HP at 250 S11P.
The sea level condition was a guarantee point and the SHP available
at 6000 feet, 95 degrees F, was a power condition contained in an
earlier model specification (580-A).

11-6
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in order to construct a model specification for a new engine,
tests on various engine comnonents (i.e., compressor, combustor,
turbines, etc.) are conducted by the manufacturer. From these tests,
the engine performance is predicted for various altitudes and ambient
temperatures. As completed engines are nrn and more information is
obtained, the predicted performance Is revised.

When the engines were calibrated for the LOll flight test programs,
it became apparent that the power deterioration with increasing alti-
tude and temperature was greater than predicted. A specification
engine that would lust meet the performance guarantee at sea level on
a standard day would not produce 206 SlIP uninstalled at 6000 feet and
95 aegrees F. Such an engine would only produce 199 SHP at 6000 feet,
95 degrees F.

The engine calibration test data showed that the T63-A-5 engine
had a performance margin over the S80-E specification values at sea
level. The existence of this sea level power margin allowed 206 SlIP
to be obtained at 6000 feet, 95 degrees F. The consistent existance
of this margin strengthened the T63 manufacturer's decision to show 206
SHiP at 6000 feet, 95 degrees F in the S80-" specification.

Prior to the start of the U. S. Army Aviation Test Activity
Engineering Tests on the LOll's, referred engine performance curves were
obtained from the engine manufacturer. In addition, curves of various
correction factors were obtained. These curves were provided to pro-
duce S80-E specification power data. A limited check between the

S80-L specification and the curves provided showed apparent agreement.
As engine calibration data were received from various altitude-temper-
ature combinations, the various parameters were reduced to referred
values. These data formed a single curve, as they should, which in-
dicated that the correction factors were reasonable. Later in the test
program a more detailed check was made of the S80-E Model Specification.

This check revealed that the S80-E specification did noc contain j;-•Z
data that agreed with what the actual engines were producing. It also
revealed areas of considerable disagreement between the 580-E specifi-
cation and the manufacturer's referred curves, whereupon another cor-
rection curve was furnished. This curve was to be used only when com-
paring the model specification with actual engine performance. When
this new curve was used, there was still disagreement, although not as
much as previously.

The manufacturer stated that in order to provide a sufficient
power margin to allow the T63-A-5 engine to be put into production and
guarantee 206 SHP at 6000 feet on a 95 degree F day, the turbine outlet
temperature limit of 1360 degrees F (for takeoff power) would have to
be increased to 1380 degrees F.
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The engine manufacturer has provided information substantiating
the deterioration of power with increasing ambient temperature as pre-
sented in this report. This information also further verifies the
hot day high altitude power available as presented in this report.

From the discussions with the manufacturer, it was concluded that
in order to present a technically accurate and correct picture of the
LOl performance, the power deterioration with increasing altitude %nd
temperature as determined from the referred curves would be used.
These curves are presented in Figures No. 63 through 66, Section 3,
Appendix I, and arL labeled "Engine Model Specificatior, 580-E."

7. Fngine Operation

Ouring the performance evaluation of the OtI-SA helicopter the
T63-A-5 engine operating characteristics were found to be essentia:ly
the same as reported in Section 1, paragraph 1.im and Part I, Section
2. paragraph 2.8.5.

The T63-A--5 engines used during this evaluation revealed a new
problem in the form of excessive dirt accumulation in the compressor
section of the engine. This accumulation of dirt was under the cen-
tr:fugal compressor shroud. Power deterioration was evidenced by an
increase in acceleration time or by the inability to accelerate to
ground idle. To clean the corpressor it was necessary to remove the
compressor section from the engine and disassemble the axial compressor
case. The dirt buildup was then removed with a wire brush. One com-
pressor was modified by the engine manufacturer to relieve this problem.
Ths modified compressor accumulated dirt at an accelerated rate. The
unmodified compressor required cleaning after approximately 50 hours
of engine operating time whereas the modified compressor required
cieaning after only 25 hours of engine operating time.
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APPENDIX III

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

SYMBOL DEFINITION UNIT

TAS (Vt) True Airspeed Knots

CAS (Vc) (Vczl) Calibrated Airspeed Knots

K (Kt) Knots Knots

,AS Indicated Airspeed Knots

Vne Never Exceed Airspeed Knots

Vmax Maximum Airspeed .ttainablo Knots

VD Maximum Permissible Dive Speed Knots

OGE Out of Ground Effect

iGE In Ground Effect

C.G, Center of Gravity Inches

GW Gross Weight Pounds

RPM/rpm Revolutions per MIinute -----

°C Degrees Centigrade Degrees

OP Degrees Fahrenheit Degrees

SL Sea jýevel

SHP Shaft Horsepower

R/D Rate of Des.-ent feet per minute

R/C Rate of Climb feet per minute

T/C Time to Climb Minutes

Cp Power Coefficient

CT Thrust Coefficient -----

NANT Nautical Air Miles Traveled

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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NAMPP Nautical Air Miles Per Pound of Fuel -----

N1 Gas Producer Speed Percent rpm

N2  Power Turbine Speed Percent rpm

lid Density Altitude Feet

l Pressure Altitude Feet

TtS (TOT) Turbine Outlet Temperatui. Degrees

0 (rho) Air Mass Density lb-sec 2

ft 4
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